
Chapter V

Conclusion and Suggestion

Conclusion

The conflict is one of the essential elements in all kinds of literary works because the existebce

of conflict then the story presented will be increasingly attracted the attention of reader of

literary works. The conflict is dispute between a person with other people and also between

someone with itself, each conflict that occurs must have a cause and solution.

In the novel Hound Of the Baskerville there are two conflicts that is internal and external conflict

experienced by the character of the novel. There are 17 (seventeen) data indicated as conflict in

The Hound of The Baskervilles. There are 8 (eight) data defines as the internal conflict of the

characters in the novel. They are the internal conflict of Sherlock Holmes, Dr. Watson, Dr.

Mortimer, and Barrymore.

The most exictence conflict or can be considered as the main conflict in the novel is the external

conflict. In the novel The Hound of The Baskervilles, there are 9 (nine) data indicated external

conflict among the characters. all of the data classiefied as man vs man. They are the conflict of

Sir Henry vs The Hotel Waiter , Sherlock Holmes vs the Misterious Man, Dr. Watson vs Miss.

Stapleton, Sir Henry vs Mr. Stapleton, Sir Henry vs Barrymore, Dr. Watson vsLaura Lyons and

Sherlock Holmes vs Dr. Watson with Mr. Stapleton.

The main conflict occured between Detective Sherlock Holmes with the only one antagonist

character in the novel namely Mr. Stepleton. The conflict originated from the results of the secret

investigation conducted by Detective Sherlock Holmes without telling to Doctor Watson who

first delivered to Baskerville Hall to investigate the case. After Doctor Watson know that

Stepleton is the person who causing Sir Charles death, then they seek to find a way to be able to



catch him, but it’s not an easy for them to catch Stepleton, so they have to draw up the plan to

catch him. Not only with Sherlock Holmes, Stepleton also have an external conflict with

Baskerville Family because Stepleton want to take over the entire treasure of Baskerville Hall

family, therefore he plans the murdered.

Suggestion

Conflict is not only a part of the novel, it is interested to be investigated in order to get a positive

message and the novel is not only talking about violence and entertaining, but it also containing a

positive message. After doing an analyzing of the conflict in the Hound of Baskerville novel, the

researcher would like to give a suggestion to the readers as follows. Literary works are not

something that is boring, its something which interesting to analyzed, the researcher suggested

the reader to be more attracted to analyzed literary works, because is concern with life and its

problem of which we often see in our daily life, for example the existing conflict in the Hound of

the Baskerville novel, we often encounter this type of conflict in our daily life, where someone

will do anyway to get hiss willing despite havin to sacrifice other people’s lives. So this research

is expected to give an insight the reader in reading and analyzing a work of literature especially

novel.
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